SOLUTION OVERVIEW: CEDIA INTEGRATORS

Aruba Instant On for CEDIA Integrators
Turn on, tune in, and never drop out

BENEFITS

Wire-like Wi-Fi performance
Automatically prioritizes multimedia
Lightning fast throughput gamers crave
Lick-and-stick simplicity
Cloud managed from anywhere
Client-to-cloud security
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ENTERPRISE HERITAGE, CONSUMER FRIENDLY
Wi-Fi and Ethernet networks are the foundations for
today’s connected homes. Clients that want the latest
multimedia and automation technologies expect those
networks to be just as sophisticated - enterpriseclass performance with consumer product design
aesthetic and ease of use. No dropped connections, no
troubleshooting guides, no truck rolls required.

Aruba was a pioneer in the perfection of mesh
networking, and the built-in high-performance mesh
capability allows Instant On access points can be
placed wherever needed, even if there’s no Ethernet
connection. Access points can be powered using Power
over Ethernet (PoE) or local power, your choice.

Aruba Instant On delivers on all fronts. Derived
from Aruba’s enterprise and government products,
Instant On Wi-Fi access points deliver secure wireless
connectivity with wire-like performance. Toll-quality
voice, jitter-free video, and the lightning fast throughput
that gamers crave.
Access points feature a design aesthetic that is at
home in any environment, from architecturallysensitive historic estates to super-sleek ultra-modern
homes. Ceiling, wall, shelf, and desk mounted models
accommodate any installation scenario, and many
models include extra Ethernet ports for Ethernet
printers, IP phones, and cameras.

LICK-AND-STICK SIMPLICITY
Deployment is a snap because everything is cloud
managed. Just power up, scan a QR code, and use the
Instant On app to set SSIDs, passwords, access rights,
guest user portal, and Web site restrictions for children.
The guided, multi-lingual set-up provides step-by-step
assistance using simple, intuitively understandable
instructions - no networking expertise is required.

Figure 2: Instant On Access Point Mesh status screen

Instant On switches gigabit switches feature security
controls that segment traffic and define access by
area. SFP or SFP+ fiber optic ports to eliminate traffic
bottlenecks in demanding applications like multi-user
gaming and multi-room multimedia systems. A broad
range of configurations – from 8 to 64 ports – can be
mixed and matched to accommodate any location, small
or large.
The Instant On app lets you manage and monitor every
house, vacation home, luxury motorhome, and ship
from an intuitive user interface. Add, change, or move
new access points and switches at any time. Every
site is logically distinct from the others, each with its
own configuration, statistics, guest portal, and usage
privileges.

Figure 1: Instant On App

A graphically-depicted topology map in the app shows
what’s connected to what, and a simple tap gives
detailed information on MAC address, model, and
location. Tapping a “Locate” button flashes an LED on
the Instant On device for 30 seconds in case you need
to identify a specific device
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Instant On access points and switches include a Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) for the secure generation and
storage of cryptographic keys. Unheard of in consumerlevel products, TPMs help protect security credentials
even when an adversary has physical access to the
equipment.
A built-in captive portal allows clients to have
customized splash screens tailored to their needs
and aesthetics. Edit from your smartphone or a Web
browser.

Figure 3: Instant On topology map

Faster installations mean faster time to revenue, while
cloud management and automated trouble notifications
allow you to diagnose, and even remedy, network issues
without stepping on-site.

TALK, WALK, AND PLAY
Just like Aruba’s large enterprise wireless networks,
Instant On prioritizes time-sensitive multimedia
communications. Access points coordinate to ensure
fast roaming without impacting applications in use.

Figure 4: Instant On captive portal browser editor screen

Additional security features protect against denial-ofservice attacks, unauthorized access by segmenting
traffic and defining access, and malware attacks. If
desired network traffic can be filtered, and access
restricted, based on MAC and IP address. IEEE 802.1X,
VLANs, Network Access Control (ACL), and Port Security
are all included in the price of the hardware — there are
no hidden subscription or licensing fees.

Instant On switches automatically recognize and
prioritize IP phones and video streams based on DSCP
or IEEE 802.1p classification. Both strict priority (SP) or
weighted round robin (WRR) queuing are supported,
and both forms of queuing can be configured on
individual switch ports.

SECURE FROM CLIENT TO CLOUD
Aruba leads the industry in network industry, and
its classified networks power the most demanding
government agencies and defense institutions.
Instant On is built on top of a comprehensive security
architecture that pervades the hardware design,
network access, and cloud management.

Figure 5: Instant On security screen

High net wealth clients can use Instant On to trade,
bank, and shop with confidence that their network is
secure.
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SUPPORT TOOLS KEEP MONEY IN YOUR
POCKET
Change anything, see everything, from anywhere.
Instant On site management can be performed
remotely without a truck roll, saving you time and
money. You get full visibility into access point, switch,
and network status including traffic type and volume.
E-mail and mobile alerts can be generated automatically
for connection or device problems, device capacity
exceeded notification, and when software updates are
available. On-line community and support center help
are available right from the app.

Instant On comes with a two year warranty on
indoor and outdoor wireless access points, and a
limited lifetime warranty on switches — one of the
most generous in the industry. You can sell with the
confidence that Aruba stands behind every Instant On
product.
To find out more about Instant On please contact your
local Instant On distributor, or reach out to Aruba at
https://www.arubainstanton.com.

Figure 6: Instant On notifications screen
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